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“As data piles up, we have 
ourselves a genuine gold 
rush. But data isn’t the 
gold. I repeat, data in its 
raw form is boring crud. 
The gold is what’s 
discovered therein.”

― Eric Siegel,

Thought Provoking Quotes on Analytics : 

“If You Can't Measure It, 

You Can't Improve It.”

― Peter Drucker,

- Drucker means that you can't know whether or 

not you are successful unless success is defined and 

tracked.



Exacter Analysis Methodology & Strategies

• Predictive maintenance (Pd.M.) 
techniques are designed to help determine the 
condition of in-service equipment in order to 
predict when maintenance should be performed. 
This approach promises cost savings over routine or 
time-based preventive maintenance, because tasks 
are performed only when warranted.

• Pd.M. offers the most cost-

effective strategy

• Pareto analysis This technique helps to 

identify the top portion of causes that need to be 
addressed to resolve the majority of 
problems. While it is common to refer to pareto 
as "80/20" rule, under the assumption that, in all 
situations, 20% of causes determine 80% of 
problems, this ratio is merely a convenient rule of 
thumb and is not nor should it be considered an 
immutable law of nature.

• 20% of causes determine 
80% of problems

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preventive_maintenance


Comparison of Maintenance Strategies
Pd.M. typically shows over 30% improvement vs reactive methods

Preventive
Maintenance

Predictive
Maintenance

Reactive
Maintenance



Employ a proactive asset risk management strategy

Optimize maintenance operations
• Understand exactly where your risks are across the system

• Efficiently target and plan maintenance strategies

• Minimize cost of run-to-failure operations to predictive processes

Significantly improve cost - reliability/system performance
• Achieve 20%-40% improvement in EQ-Related SAIDI

• Do so by only addressing 10% - 20% of overhead miles

Optimize budget/planning cycles
• Potentially defer/re-prioritize capital projects

• Can drop right into your Construction Work Plan – capital $$$

What would it mean to your organization if you could:

Enabling Pd.M. as Part of your Strategy



Predictive Maintenance 
What Does this mean for the Utility?



Leverage OMS data to Identify Target –Rich 
circuits for reliability improvement 

• Identify circuits that over the past 2-3 years are generating the most CMI, most 
outages, etc.

• Combining Exacter Technologies with OMS data to target circuits for assessment.  

• Analysis show that 10-15% of circuits usually have 60-70% of the systems total cmi

• We can predict with a high level of accuracy what we will find and how many 
outages we will help to prevent.

• The premise is by removing the points of risk from the system before the outage, we 
make the grid more reliable, more resilient to future storm outages.



HIGH LEVEL Analysis: 10-20% Total OH miles



Data Needed for Exacter Evaluation

1. OMS Data:  A historical raw data dump (past 12 months at a minimum - although more is better) 

out of the Outage Management System - this can be put into an Excel file.  Outage data should 

include:

• Sustained outages only - no Momentary and no Major Events

• Outages related to Overhead Distribution assets only

• Include ALL cause codes

• Past 12 months of outage history - although more is better up to 5 years

2. Asset Data (out of GIS or Asset Management) SHP. FILES or GOOGLE MAPs

• In a separate Excel file or separate tab than the OMS data above - a list of distribution Feeder 

Names with the associated information:  Substation ID, Feeder ID, Total Overhead Miles, 3-Phase 

Miles, and Customers Served for each Feeder. 

Utility Data Needed 



DEEP DIVE Analysis: CMI Impact Assessment 
Allows us to formalize a scope, project impact, and define business case



Data & How is it Analyzed 
Snap Shot vs Deep dives



Key Program Opportunities

• Holistic/Strategic: System-Wide CMI/SAIDI Reduction
• Optimal gains in system-wide performance improvements

• Most meaningful returns and cost reduction potential

• Typically reviews top CMI offenders

• Generally targets 70% or more of historic EQ CMI

• Targeted: District/Sub SAIDI Performance Improvement
• Focused improvements at a district or substation level

• Potential operational/organizational resource efficiencies

• Demonstrable 1st win with a “District or Sub Leader”

• Tactical: Improved Customer Experience
• Focused on circuit SAIDI WPCs

• Generally targets top circuit SAIDI offenders



Business Case:  Provide raw OMS data along with feeder data for evaluation by Exacter 
at which time a formal program will be defined providing scope and projected 
improvement.

CMI Impact Analysis
Historic analysis of OMS data to determine optimal impact for improvements



Exacter will track multiple reliability metrics across the distribution system to 
demonstrate improved circuit performance, reliability, and resiliency

Multiple metrics account for variables that may impact system performance

1. Individual Circuit Assessment – Exacter will monitor the performance of each individual 
circuit that is assessed in the project. 

2. Equipment Related CMI and SAIDI Assessment – Exacter will monitor the overall 
performance of the overhead distribution system related to equipment interruptions 
only. 

3. Total Overhead Distribution System Reliability Assessment – Exacter will monitor the 
overall performance of the overhead distribution system for all interruption causes. 

Measuring Success/Reducing Risk



The New Normal using Pd.M.



Case Studies
IOU & COOP



Exacter Enables Predictive-Based Maintenance
By providing early warning insights into asset health across transmission & distribution systems



Case Study:  Citizens Electric
Full Turnkey Services Program including preliminary CMI Impact Analysis, all 
managed data acquisition, reporting, and risk evaluation for targeted repairs

2015 Assessment
• 220 miles of 3-phase

Results 
• Over 7 SAIDI Improvement YoY for EQ-

Related Issues

2017 Assessment
• 500 miles of 3-phase

• 250 miles of transmission (aerial patrol)

• Just completed another 2018 project



DISCUSSION/QUESTIONS



• Rich Lanese: Director of Reliability & Analytics 
• rlanese@exacterinc.com: 614-975-8100

• Mike Pluff: Executive Vice President 
• mpluff@exacterinc.com: 614-273-5533

• John Lauletta: CEO &CTO
• jlauletta@exacterinc.com: 216-496-1219

Contact US

mailto:rlanese@exacterinc.com
mailto:mpluff@exacterinc.com
mailto:jlauletta@exacterinc.com


Exacter’s Predictive Asset Health Assessments 
Business Cases and Benefits using Conditions-Based Data

Strategic

• Improve Capital 
Efficiency

•Targeted Asset 
Planning and 
Replacement

•Reduce SAIDI/SAIFI

•New Build 
Verifications

•Lower Overall Cost of 
Operation

Tactical

• Improve Worst Performing Circuits

•Smart Grid Hardening

•Pre-Post Storm Analytics

•Reduce Customer Complaints

•Reduce “Unknown” Issues

• Improve Meter Read Rates

•Uncover Manufacturer Defect 
Issues

Community

•Economic 
Development

•Reduce Cost of 
Outages to 
Community

•P/R:  Competitive 
Advantage to Attract 
New Business



The Exacter Process
Soup to Nuts:  From targeting analysis to risk evaluation



Ensuring Success:  
Value is managed end-to-end via the ENTIRE program structure

FULL SCOPE OF SERVICES



Pd.M. enables focused action to prevent future events from happening

Pd.M. offers the 
most cost-effective 

strategy

“Using predictive data 

allows you to find the 

optimum balance between 

maintenance cost and  

reduced downtime.”


